
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Software Version：2.6.1 

Models：i12/i16V/i18S/i23S/i30/i31S/i32V/i33V/PA2/iW30 

Date：2019-11-30
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1 Optimization 

1. Optimized custom prompt sound file size. 

2. Improved access list support 5000; The access list upgrade has the option to 

delete the local access list. 

3. Improved the call state trigger mode of the output. 

4. Improved standby to enter loopback and press # to exit. 

5. Improved ringback tone controlled by signal tone volume 

6. Improved HTTP API support for obtaining door lock status and controlling 

opening and closing. 

7. Support voice resolution automatic negotiation function. 

8. Automatic deployment of custom ringtones supports packaging upgrades. 
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2 BUG 

1. Fixed on some servers, when DND is turned on at the opposite of the device, the 

local will hear the problem of ring back tone 

2. Fixed an issue where ONVIF device information was displayed incorrectly 

3. Fixed adblock on web page, part of the information can not be displayed 

4. Fixed parsing errors when receiving SIP packages with multiple RPID 

5. Fixed an issue where device could not be registered if STUN was not available 

6. Fixed 3CX server open forced encryption, the phone did call directly rejected the 

problem 

7. Fixed an issue where PA2 setting DTMF to 2833 would not trigger the output 
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3 Optimized functional description 

1. Optimized custom prompt sound file size 

Description: Custom prompt file size expanded from 20k to 50k. 

2. Improved access list support 5000; The access list upgrade has the option to 

delete the local access list 

Description: Expand the maximum number of access list to 5000; Access list 

upgrade add configuration control, delete or not 

In addition to the local access list, there are four options: undelete, delete add 

through file upgrade, delete add manually, delete all; 

Remove unwanted access list type items (visitors, residents) and replace them with 

source items (file, manual) 

3. Improved the call state trigger mode of the output  

Description: Add trigger call and call only: when the device is calling, it will trigger 

the output from call to call. Ringing and calling (only called), the device is called 

from the ringing to the call has been triggered output. 

4. Improved HTTP API support for obtaining door lock status and controlling 

opening and closing 

Description:  

5. Support voice resolution automatic negotiation function 

Description:  

Get the open door status:  info.door.$N.OpenStatus 

N: locks 1/2/3...; Get locks 1/2/3 open State of the door 

Control to open the door： 

<ExecuteItem> URI="cmd: dooropen/doorclose 
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" index=1/2/all mode=long/once </ExecuteItem> 

Index：Specify which door to open, value 1: door 1, value 2: door 2, all: doo1 and 

door2 

Mode：open door mode, long: The door continues to open and does not close over 

time. Once: The timeout will automatically close if the door is opened once 

6. Automatic deployment of custom ringtones supports packaging upgrades 

Description: Support packaging upgrade and single ring file upgrade, packaging 

upgrade ring file upgrade should be placed in the ring folder, packaged as tar.gz, 

through automatic upgrade or web upgrade. 
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